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Abstract. In the context of complex networks research, underlying network structure is con-

sidered to play a crucial role in spreading processes such as virus propagation in social and 

computer networks. There are some assumptions that are often considered while utilizing a 

network structure in the immunization process. Lack of global topological information and 

access to the partial information of underlying network structure are those assumptions. 

However without global information about the whole network immunization process is 

much more difficult. The main contribution of this paper is twofold. First, it develops an ef-

ficient approach called “One Node at One Step Discovery Process” to identify chains of 

high degree connections for immunization purpose in scale-free network, and second, it in-

vestigates the performance of previous approaches such as acquaintance immunization 

strategy (AIS), common acquaintance immunization strategy (CAIS) and Intentional Ran-

dom Walk with respect to their parameters. We performed the experiments on both synthet-

ic and real data sets. We conduct a multi-agent-based simulation to verify our proposed al-

gorithm. Experimental results show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm in targeting 

high degree nodes. The results also show that some existing algorithms in the literature are 

more robust than others with respect to parameter configuration and improper selection of 

the parameter can produce significantly different results. 

 

Key words: Complex Network, Immunization Strategy, Scale-Free Network, Network Structure, Agent-Based 

Modeling 

1 INTRODUCTION 

     The problem of finding high-degree nodes in many online and real-world social networks seems to attract a lot of 

attentions in recent years.  In the computer science community, researchers look at this problem from different an-

gles. Common interests include understanding the way they incorporate in virus propagation or influence the infor-

mation flow in a network. If the network topology is known, we are able to target such nodes with the help of degree 

centrality measure for example, but when it is unknown the attention will be directed towards algorithmic issues. 
Constraints on network visibility in many online and real-world social networks can be a motivating example in this 

work. For example, in some platforms we are able to obtain local information of nodes only two hops away in the 

network while in some others it is not allowed by default. In such situations if a user decides to find the other one 

sitting in another part of the network who has high degree of connections, there should be a way. There are several 

possible scenarios that we can consider. 

 

In one scenario we can sample the whole network in order to obtain a rich set of high-degree nodes. We can say that 

a uniform node selection strategy for example corresponds to Random selection of nodes where even in the absence 

of global topology of the network each node has the chance of being selected. Despite the fact that the algorithm 

description is quite simple in such a case, a simple network sampling techniques have been shown to lose many im-

portant properties of the entire network and lead to bias in the main network measures[37][38]  . 
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It is easy to say that there is an alternative scenario, taking advantage of local network structure rather than a simple 

sampling process. In such a case with the help of information within the local neighborhood of nodes we may obtain 

a rich set of nodes with high degree of connections. This scenario necessitated the existence of algorithms in which 

node selection strategy is based on local rather than global network structure. There is, however, the issue of the 

extent to which local network structure can be leveraged to reveal the global structure. We proceed by discussing 

several characteristics of complex network in the following. 

 

       Scale-free and small-world networks were of much interest to researchers in recent years due to their specific 

pattern of connections among individuals. For instance, Power-law degree distribution of scale-free networks is one 

of the topological features of such networks and was first reported by Derek de Solla Price in 1965. Majority of 

nodes in scale-free network have a low number of connections while few of them have a huge number of connec-

tions to the others. What makes complex network different from other simple networks such as lattices or random 

networks is non-trivial topological features which do not exist in other networks. For example, in scale-free net-

works topological features are related to an underlying network structure which is neither purely regular nor purely 

random.  

 

        Internet to a good approximation has a connectivity distribution, P(k), in the form of power-law with the fol-

lowing characteristic: 

 

P(k)=ck
-α

,k = m, m+1,…,n,                                                                                              (1) 
 

where α ≈ 5/2 and c is a normalization constant. Other existing parameters such as m = 1 and n ≈ N
2/3 

are the small-

est and largest connectivity respectively and N is the size of the network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reuven Cohen [1] showed that in a scale-free network such as internet, if we plot the fraction of nodes which re-

main in the spanning cluster after breakdown of a fraction p of all nodes (denoted by p∞( p)/p∞(0)), as p increases the 

network remains connected even at near 100% break down. Perfect visualization of such connectivity is depicted in 

Figure 1. Top 10 high degree nodes are highlighted with yellow color in Figure 1(A). Top 10 high degree nodes and 

their direct contacts are selected in Figure 1(B). While we move the selected nodes to the right side, in the stretched 

network we are able to see the existence of links that establish the connectivity with the remaining part of the net-

work. This form of connectivity in the structure of real networks such as Word Wide Web has shown serious vul-

Fig. 1: Degree Sorted Circle Layout of a scale-free network. Selected nodes are highlighted in yellow color. As it is shown in the above figure con-

nectivity of the network still remained. 

(A) High degree nodes are selected       

(B) High degree nodes and their direct contacts are selected       

(C) High degree nodes and direct contacts of their direct contacts are selected       

http://publish.aps.org/search/field/author/Cohen_Reuven
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nerabilities to spread of computer viruses which often not just lead to millions of computer failure, but also billions 

of resource harvesting and damages. Slammer in 2002 [2] and Nimaya in 2006 are good examples of worms serious-

ly influenced the internet.  

 

Degree of a node in a network is a count of the number of unique edges that are connected to it. Some special nodes 

of a scale-free network have a statistically significant probability of having a very large number of connections 

compared to the average connectivity [25]. In this paper we call such nodes hubs or high degree nodes. By immun-

ization of such highly connected nodes we can avoid the virus spread in the scale-free networks. 
 

“Immunization strategy” generally refers to protection and prevention of epidemic spread in complex networks. 

Nowadays in the priority list of any public and private networks that typically connect to the Internet over the world 

one can find an immunization strategy and a list of potential nodes or individuals that must be resilient to disruption. 

There are some assumptions that are often considered while utilizing a network structure in immunization process. 

Having access to global or partial topological information of the network, and lack of information about the underly-

ing network structure are from those assumptions. Most existing works in this area of research require some 

knowledge about the network. However without global information about the whole network immunization process 

is much more difficult. 
 

Watts-Strogatz small-world [3] and Barabasi-Albert scale-free [4] networks are two well-known topologies of com-

plex networks depicted in Figure 2. Imagine that by looking at this Figure, we are in search of high degree nodes. 

Although we are able to target such nodes with the help of degree centrality measure, but the question is that without 

the global topology of the networks how we can find high degree nodes for immunization process. 

 

A complex network as a whole can contain thousands or even millions of nodes and there exists some limitations to 

have global information of the network. In this work, we exploit the idea of acquiring partial information with the 

help of each node’s direct contacts. Therefore, we propose summarization of information related to neighborhood of 

each node in our algorithm. This means that every node stores some local information about their direct contacts, 

then proposed algorithm based on the information gained in the previous stage performs a random walk and tries to 

target cohesive subgroups of a scale-free network and navigates it in a short time. To depict the usefulness and ef-

fectiveness of the proposed approach, we conduct a multi-agent-based simulation. We also perform some analysis to 

show that some existing algorithms in the literature are more robust than others with respect to parameter configura-

tion.  
 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss related works. In section 3, we detail our proposed im-

munization strategy. Experimental results are presented in section 4. Finally we present our conclusion and discuss 

the future work in section 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 RELATED WORKS 

      There are already various techniques for immunization purpose in this area of research and most assume to have 

partial information of the network. We briefly mention some of these techniques and their limitations based on pre-

vious researches. Our own experimental results on such analysis also are presented in section 4.  
 

Fig. 2: Two different topologies of complex networks 

(A) Barabasi-Albert scale-free Network       
(B) Watts-Strogatz small-world Network 

(A)                                         (B) 
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     Random immunization strategy first proposed by Anderson et al. in 1992 [5]. It is the simplest immunization 

strategy in which the nodes are selected at random. However N. Madar [6] showed that this method requires immun-

ization of almost 100% of nodes in scale-free networks. Regardless of how small the infection probability and how 

quick the recovery process is, an epidemic can spread in this kind of networks. Reuven Cohen [1] also showed that 

with parameter p as a fraction of random breakdown of the internet, spanning cluster remain connected even at 100% 

breakdown and it makes the internet resilient to random breakdown. So in many cases Random immunization strate-

gy is impractical.  
 

      In 2003 Reuven Cohen proposed another method of immunization strategy called acquaintance immunization 

strategy (AIS) [7]. By looking for a random fraction p of the whole network (consists of N nodes) and immunizing a 

random acquaintance of such nodes, this method works better than Random immunization strategy. But determining 

the fraction p of the network is the main concern. Another problem with this method occurs in some cases where 

there exists epidemic threshold fc<0.16. The value of an epidemic threshold fc in the literature must be greater than 

or equal to 0.16 [25]. Such problems make this method ineffective. A perfect numerical example of such cases is 

explained in [8]. 
 

     Pan Liu[8] proposed Common Acquaintance Immunization Strategy (CAIS) in 2009 in order to target high degree 

nodes in the complex networks. CAIS does not need the global topology of the network and as reported by Pan Liu 

comparing to AIS and Random immunization strategy it has a better performance. The basic idea of this algorithm is 

to search for common neighbors of random fraction p of the whole network. Algorithm1 illustrates the strategy be-

hind CAIS.  
 

CAIS is a good strategy for immunization of a network; In fact, it is able to detect high degree nodes; however we 

found that its performance is heavily related to the portion of randomly selected nodes in the initial stage of its algo-

rithm. In step 1 of this algorithm we have to choose a random fraction p of the whole network. Pan Liu [8] men-

tioned that this fraction p must be chosen according to experience of the user. However if we target 1% of the whole 

population, for example, this method encounters some problems for detecting high degree nodes. On the other hand 

in case of targeting 100% of the whole population, size of the target set T of immunization strategy is considerably 

big because it is saturated with nodes which are not necessarily high degree nodes. So at the startup one has no idea 

what would be the effect of improper selection of p on the size of target set T of immunization strategy. 

 

    Hu Ke [36] proposed an Intentional Random Walk model which requires local connectivity information of nodes 

in a network. The author assumed that each node has a local knowledge about its nearest neighbors’ degree. Despite 

the fact that such an Intentional Random Walk is an efficient method for targeting high degree nodes, the dependen-

cy of its performance on the size of the final immunized node set is still unclear in the literature. 
 

      Experimental results that highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the algorithms being compared in the litera-

ture with respect to their parameters are presented in section 4. In the next section a new method for immunization 

strategy on scale free networks is presented. 

 
 

Algorithm 1. Common Acquaintance Immunization Strategy(CAIS) 

• Step 1: Choose a random fraction p of the nodes in the complex network 

• Step 2: By looking for the neighbors of randomly selected nodes, build a set τi 

•  Step 3: Repeat step 1 and step 2 for six times and get six sets τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4, τ5, τ6 

•  Step 4: Count the number of occurrences of all the same nodes among sets τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4, τ5, τ6. And     

then pick up those nodes whose number of occurrences isn’t less than k to build a new set τ. τ is the 

target of CAIS 
 

3 THE PROPOSED IMMUNIZATION STRATEGY 

       Topological characteristics of scale-free networks maximize their navigability [9]. A degree-thresholding 

renormalization method can be used [10,11] to find such characteristics. This method for each degree threshold 

Kt=0,1,2… creates a hierarchy of subgraphs within a graph G in which nodes with degree k <Kt are filtered. Figure 5 

http://publish.aps.org/search/field/author/Cohen_Reuven
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provides six different degree-thresholding renormalizations of our generated scale-free network with Kt=2(A), 

Kt=3(B), Kt=8(C), Kt=20(D), Kt=30(E), and Kt=58(F) respectively. The priority in immunization process is with  

 

  

Fig. 5 Six different degree-thresholding renormalizations of a scale-free network generated by Barabasi-Albert algorithm (1000 nodes) with different 

values of threshold Kt. Top ten high degree nodes are bolded and highlighted with red color. Assortativity among high degree nodes are perfectly 

visualized with Kt=58. In this example, Assortativity is a preference for a highly connected node to attach to others with high degree of connections.  

               (A) Kt=2                                                                                 (B)  Kt=3                                      (C)Kt=8 
 

 

                 (D) Kt=20                                                                  (E)  Kt=30                                       (F)Kt=58 
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high degree nodes. As one can see from the series of pictures, a large majority of nodes have low degree and are 

filtered in the first steps. 
 

How can we obtain the list of high degree nodes for testing different algorithms? The question is really more general 

and is similar to the question "What set we apart from the whole population as high degree nodes?".  In fact, if 

enough knowledge about the list of high degree nodes in a network exists, then based on the information at hand 

there is no need for defining high or low degree nodes.  

 

In the previous work [8] the Author explicitly mentioned that they tried to target a set containing high degree nodes 

with the set size which was nearly about 16% of the population but one question may arise that what fraction of the 

whole population contains high degree nodes? Although list of highly connected nodes are only used in testing the 

performance of the algorithms but wrong selection of nodes in the set can have dramatic effect on the evaluation of 

the obtained results. It should be noted that a definition of high or low degree nodes can give a focal point for read-

ers wanting to gain more insight about the way we can distinguish between the two. In the following we present our 

own definition of high degree nodes, a part that is missed in previous studies.  
 

Definition 1(high degree node). Consider the following degree-thresholding renormalization procedure. For each de-

gree threshold t=  1, 2 . .k, we calculate  

                                                                                                                                                                                     (2) 

 

 
∑   

 

   

  

 

,where Nt is the number of nodes that are filtered in each step of degree-thresholding renormalization procedure, and 

N is the total number of nodes in the network G. While we calculate total number of nodes with degree 1 to k divided 

by total number of nodes, if we reach the threshold  , we consider all of them as low degree nodes and from that 

point forward remainings are high degree nodes. That means nodes with small degrees are most frequent and occu-

py the large proportion of the network that can be shown by a threshold  . The rest of the population can be treated 

as high degree nodes. 

 

Figure 6A and 6B present two examples of obtaining high degree nodes using degree thresholding renormalizations. 

One might be interested in the relation between number of filtered nodes and different values of Kt in the degree-

thresholding renormalization procedure. In order to have a better imagination in the process, we plot the number of 

selected candidates in each step against node’s degree. In fact we need to target the nodes whose degrees fall below 

the red boundary which is determined by threshold  . In other words, we can say that, if we are to sort the nodes 

based on their degree distribution, the summation of nodes with high degree of connections is below 10% of the 

whole population(threshold   = 0.9). Based on our observation we constructed a set and list the nodes with degree 

greater than 14(the point where we reach 10% of the population) to max degree available in the data set and evaluate 

the algorithms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6 Degree-thresholding renormalizations of two scale-free networks with different values of threshold Kt.. (A) Network size = 1000 Nodes, (B) 

Network size = 10000 Nodes. Number of high degree nodes is less than 10% of the whole population, irrespective of the network size. 

 

Node degree 

 
Node degree 
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Another interesting observation from Figure 5F is Assortativity among high degree nodes. Assortativity is a prefer-

ence for network's nodes to attach to others that are similar in some way. Tendency of highly connected nodes to be 

connected with other high degree nodes is one of the observable examples of assortativity in social networks [12, 

13]. Connections among top high degree nodes are depicted in Figure 7. By looking at Figure 7A one can see that 

there exists a high degree node which is not connected to others. What makes this connectivity stronger is actually 

existence of other nodes which are not necessarily high degree nodes. As depicted in Figure 7B existence of such 

intermediary nodes not just allow isolated nodes to connect the others but also provide them this opportunity to have 

same clique membership. A clique in a graph is a maximal complete subgraph of three or more nodes [14]. A cohe-

sive subgroup in a network contains a set of nodes which might belong to more than one clique. For example, in 

Figure 8, node0 belongs in all 3-cliques. By carefully observing the clique membership of each individual nodes one 

can find that node0 not only has high clique membership but also has high degree of connections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clique analyses have gained recently much practical importance since they are central in so-called complex network 

analysis [33, 30, 29, 31, 32, and 28]. We present another application that they can be utilized for detection of nodes 

with high degree of connections on scale-free networks. The computational complexity of clique recognition on 

power-law graphs are studied in [34]. Since 3-clique-membership recognition is done on each vertex of graph G, the 

algorithm is faster than the case we are dealing with the whole adjacency matrix of the graph. This method keeps the 

implementation very simple and faster.  

 

An algorithm is presented in this section which consists of two main steps. The first step is called discovery phase 

which calculates 3-clique membership (denoted by δ_score) of each individual node level. The second step is called 

extraction phase which tries to find chains of node connections based on the information gained in the previous step. 

3.1 Discovery phase 

 
Suppose that in an undirected network G, we do not have perfect knowledge of the network. In such circumstances, 

the only way to get additional information about the connectivity of the nodes in G is to visit each node si of G. If si 

gains some knowledge about contacts in its own neighborhood, it can lead us who might be a good candidate for the 

immunization process in the next step. This leads to a one node at one step discovery process. 

 

Each node si queries each of direct neighbors K to obtain some knowledge about their connectivity patterns. Node K 

by querying each pair {u,w} of its own direct contacts calculates its own δ_score. So in a graph G=(V,E) where 

{u,w,k}⊂V (V defined as the set of whole vertices) if there exists a subset of links such as {(k,u),(k,w),(u,w)}⊂E  (E 

defined as the set of whole edges) then we say that the 3-clique membership of k is δ_score (K)=1. Calculated δ_score 

is based on the number of shared neighbors. After this query, each node in a network obtains 3-clique membership 

score of its direct contacts. This procedure must be done at each individual node. Direct contacts are sorted decreas-

ingly according to their calculated δ_score. 

 

                    (A)                                            ( B) 
Fig. 7.Connections among high degree nodes. 

 
(A) Some nodes are isolated.  
(B) Intermediary nodes not just allow isolated nodes to connect 

the others but also provide them the opportunity to have 

same clique membership. 

Fig.8 Node0 belongs in all 3-cliques 
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3.2 Extraction phase 
 

 

     Low diameter and higher clustering coefficient are two main characteristics of scale-free networks. By looking at 

frequency of path length which is depicted in Figure 9 one can easily find that a chain of connections among nodes 

is not actually lengthy and would finish somewhere in the network. Therefore extraction phase requires performing a 

random walk [15] on the network with probability of node selection in each step based on calculated δ_score in dis-

covery phase.  

 

Let G = (V, E) be a connected network with V nodes and E edges. Whole set of edge E defines which nodes com-

municate with the others directly. Each node si of G is associated with a unique identifier (node-id) and calculates 

δ_score of its direct neighbors. A random walk on the network G starts at a random node s0 then move to one of the 

neighbors of s0 with the probability proportional to its δ_score. Meanwhile such sequences of visited nodes ( st: t = 0, 

1, …) which in their own turn are chains of connections or paths with a start and endpoint are added to the List T. 

 

The result of degree-thresholding renormalization in section 3 showed that number of high degree nodes is less than 

10% of the whole population. Thus size of List T (final targeted node set for immunization purpose) can be started 

from 10% of the whole population. The size is represented with parameter p. We can start by randomly choosing 

one node among the population and that node according to calculated δ_score of its direct neighbors provides us ID 

of the node which should be targeted next. This process continues until size of list T exceeds its maximum al-

lowed value. Nodes with the highest δ_score have more chance to be selected but for avoiding the loops among the 

previously selected nodes, others also have this chance to be selected. This flow of node selection will end at some 

point where there is no more information to go further in a network and target a new node. In such a case we say that 

a chain of connections is completed. A random walk model to another part of the network can trigger the process 

again until we reach the maximum size of target set T. Algorithm 2 illustrates our proposed method. 
 

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We performed our experiments on both real and synthetic networks. The synthetic network was created using Wolf-

ram Mathematica, a synthetic network generator. We also considered another real dataset which was bigger than our 

synthesized network in size and observed the performance of running different algorithms on that. The dataset is a 

Collaboration Network called Geom which is publicly available [39]. In the datasets we have a network in which 

vertices are authors and edges represent co-authorship relations. The synthetic network contains 1000 vertices while 

the Geom contains 6,158 nodes. 

4.1 SOCIAL NETWORK CREATION MODEL 

 
BarabasiAlbert scale-free networks are from well-known topologies in complex networks which are widely studied 

in the literature. A scale-free network can be constructed by progressively adding nodes to an existing network and 

introducing links to existing nodes with preferential attachment so that the probability of linking to a given node i is 

proportional to the number of existing links  ki  that node has. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   (3) 

 (                 )   
  

∑   
 

 

 

 

Such networks seem to match real world applications in many areas of science and engineering. Table 1 presents 

some basic network properties related to our generated network based on BarabasiAlbert algorithm. We plotted path 

length frequencies and topological coefficient in this network. The result is shown in Figure 9 and 10. We observed 

low variations over path length frequency metric and high variations over topological coefficient metric, this gave us 

the idea that infectious in such network can easily propagated from an infected node to rest of population due to its 

low diameter comparing to other networks such as small-world one. These are recognized as characteristics of scale-

free networks. 
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

 
      The experimental settings for our proposed algorithm are as follows: 

We conduct a multi-agent-based simulation in Netlogo [16] to verify our proposed algorithm. One reason for agent-

based simulation is that from a computational perspective they help parallel implementations. So we have a separate 

computational thread for each agent (node) that is responsible for summarization of the information available around 

the neighborhoods of each Node. The second reason is the future extension of our work that may consider dynamics 

of the network and each individual node’s attributes, therefore, we need a dynamically changing computing envi-

ronment to model the real scenarios.  We generate ten suits of experiments (T1, T2….T10) to check the performance 

of our proposed immunization strategy. Similar to [8], in our experiments we utilize global information of the net-

work such as high degree nodes in order to compare and evaluate the obtained results. If our method proved to be 

successful, we may apply this approach to observed networks that fall into the class of scale-free networks. GUI of 

our simulation environment is depicted in Figure 11. The graphical user interface of our simulation consists of a 

PROCEDURE Extraction-Phase (NodeSet V,P) 
     ListT = [ ] 
      node-id = RND (NodeSet V) 
      DO 

Discovery-Phase (node-id) 
           SORT (LINK-NEIGHBORS of node-id, δ_score, DESCENDING) 
           node-to-discover = one of LINK-NEIGHBORS of node-id with MAX(δ_score) 

IF MEMBERSHIP (node-to-discover, ListT) == FALSE 
                INSERT node-to-discover TO ListT 
           END IF 
           node-id = node-to-discover 
       WHILE (LEN (ListT) <P) 
   PRINT ListT 

END PROCEDURE 
 
PROCEDURE Discovery-Phase (node-id) 
    FOREACH node k in LINK-NEIGHBORS of node-id 
          δ_score (k) = 0 
          FOREACH pair {u, w} of nodes in LINK-NEIGHBORS of node k 
              IF there exist link between u and w 

δ_score (k) = δ_score (k) + 1 
              END IF 
          END FOR 

END FOR 

END PROCEDURE 
 

Algorithm 2. A pseudo code for discovery and extraction phase in One Node 

 One Step Algorithm. 

 

Fig. 9:  Path length frequencies in scale-free network  Fig. 10:  Topological coefficient in scale-free network 
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two-dimensional field that contains nodes and their connections. Nodes and links are depicted with green circles and 

white connections respectively. 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        The most important parameter which is used for the comparison of different algorithms is p. It was actually our 

starting point of arguing why CAIS’s performance heavily depends on this parameter something that was not report-

ed in previous research. In order to address the issue we performed a Sensitivity Analysis with the help of Behavior 

Space feature in NetLogo to iterate the parameter p for us. It sampled the initial values of our actual parameter’s 

range from the range [0-1] and reported the result for [0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5]. We compared the performance of 

proposed approach with Random, AIS, CAIS, simple and Intentional Random Walk over 10 suits of experiments 

and the result is shown in Figure 12. Our first observation was that Acquaintance Immunization strategy performs 

better than Random one. As the result shows, the performance of CAIS is considerably better than AIS when p 

>=0.2 but what is really interesting is that its performance is lower than AIS when the value of p is set to a smaller 

value. This clarifies our statement about the dependency between the performance of CAIS and the value of p. In 

fact CAIS by taking advantage of six degree of separation idea expands the initial fraction p six times and manage to 

target high degree nodes, but when this fraction is not set correctly its performance decreases. Therefore according 

to our observations previous reported statement that claims CAIS has a high probability of success than AIS does 

not hold always true. So we have to choose parameter values that maximize the performance of this algorithm. The 

result also indicates the fact that a simple random walk model without any local information can be misleading.  
 

We also test our proposed approach with different style of node selection while performing random walk on the 

network. We can perform random walks on the graph and select nodes with δ_score >= 0, δ_score >= 1 or δ_score 

>= 2. As depicted in Figure 12, the performance of our algorithm is better than the others when the value of p is set 

to a small value. This shows that our method is able to target most of high degree nodes in the first steps of nodes 

extraction phase.  
 

     Although when the fraction p is set to a large value most of the algorithms are able to target high degree nodes, 

but let us make the conditions more competitive. For example, a condition might test the performance of different 

algorithms for p <= 0.2. That is shown at the left side of the Figure 12. The performance of our proposed method is 

better if we are working with smaller proportions of the network. Let us make some observations with respect to 

three options that we have here.  
 

First we can perform the random walk as mentioned in section 3 and select those nodes in that manner (one node 

one step δ_score >= 0). In that case for p <= 0.2 the performance is very good and competitive with respect to the 

others. But after that the performance goes bellow than CAIS. This shows that there are also intermediary nodes 

which are not necessarily hubs during the node selection process.  

 

Fig. 11: Graphical user interface of our simulation implemented in Netlogo 
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One way for improving the result is that we perform the random walk like before but at the time of node selection 

we only select the nodes whose clique membership is bigger than or equal to 1 (one node one step δ_score >= 1). As 

we can see, in addition to increase in the trend of targeting high degree nodes, this method is able to target around 95% 

of the hubs when the value of p is nearly set to 0.5. 
 

One might compare the condition to what would happen if we repeat the filtering process to nodes whose clique 

membership is bigger than or equal to 2(one node one step δ_score >= 2). As we can see it causes an increase in the 

percentage of targeted hubs (about 81 %) even when the fraction of selected nodes is set to a small value like p = 0.2. 
 

We repeated the experiments by setting p > 0.5 in order to give more freedom to the algorithms and we observed 

that the number of targeted high degree nodes did not follow the similar trend as before. We believe that for a meth-

od like CAIS it is not feasible and would be computationally very expensive to select p >0.5 as it already targeted 

more than 95% of the hubs with a smaller value.   
 

 As we mentioned earlier, CAIS works well but we need to pay attention that its performance depends on the initial 

fraction p in the early stage of the algorithm. Another issue that we should pay attention is that setting fraction p = 

0.5 for CAIS means traversing the whole network nearly 6 times and when you increase the p value this sampling 

process becomes bigger and bigger.  

 

Another interesting observation from Figure 12 is that performance of One Node One Step with δ_score >= 2 is bet-

ter than Intentional Random Walk when the fraction of selected nodes is set to smaller values like p <= 0.3. For 

larger values of p Intentional Random Walk model works better than other strategies.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results of such analysis show that some existing algorithms in the literature are more robust than others with 

respect to parameter configuration and improper selection of the parameter can produce significantly different re-

Table 1 Basic Network Properties 

BarabasiAlbert algorithm  
Clustering coefficient: 0.038  
Connected components 1  

Network diameter 5  
Network centralization 0.099  

Average number of neighbors 6  
Number of nodes 1000  
Network density 0.008  

Fig. 12: Comparison of different algorithms with respect to fraction of node selection P in a synthetic dataset 
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sults. Experimental results of our approach and Intentional Random Walk also indicate the competitive significance 

of Intentional Random walk models over CAIS, AIS and Random immunization strategies. The result indicates the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed method. Effectiveness in the context of our work can be considered as 

percentage of targeted hubs in the final node set and efficiency in the sense that with smaller values of p the obtained 

result is better than other strategies. In fact with less effort of sampling the whole graph the obtained result is better 

than other approaches. The result is reported in Figure 12. 

 

We also performed the experiments on a real dataset and the result shows the accuracy in detecting high-degree 

nodes. The obtained result is shown in Figure 13. As we can see the results except for AIS and CAIS the curves fol-

low the same sort of trend illustrated in Figure 12. When the fraction p is set to a large value most of the algorithms 

again are able to target high degree nodes but in the competitive conditions for smaller values of p the proposed 

method and Intentional Random Walk achieve the best performance. For different values of p the performance of 

AIS is better than CAIS. One possible explanation for such a result according to the nature of AIS algorithm is as-

sortativity among high degree nodes. Assortativity is a preference for a network's nodes to attach to others that are 

similar in some way. Tendency of highly connected nodes to be connected with other high degree nodes is one of 

the observable examples of assortativity in social networks. In such a case for each highly connected node in a ran-

dom fraction p of the whole population the random acquaintance of such nodes also are highly connected nodes. For 

p <= 0.3 the result obtained by simple Random Walk model is better than Random selection of nodes but for larger 

values of p its performance is decreased. This shows that a simple random walk without local information about the 

connectivity pattern among nodes does not produce a good result. The power of local information can increase the 

performance of simple random walk strategy to a large extent. We can conclude that Random selection of nodes is 

not the worst strategy. Since it is very fast and very easy to be implemented, it can also be considered as an immun-

ization strategy.  

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

We repeated the experiments with different values of p and we observed that the number of targeted high degree 

nodes did not follow the similar trend as before. We believe that for a method like CAIS it is not feasible and would 

be computationally very expensive to select p >0.5 as it already targeted more than 95% of the hubs with a smaller 

value.   

 
The most important advantage of the proposed method over existing approaches such as CAIS, AIS and Random 

immunization strategy is that our method by targeting cohesive subgroups of a network is able to navigate scale-free 

networks in a short time, and target high degree nodes. This is a good indicator of efficient routing mechanism of 

proposed method. 

 

Fig. 13: Comparison of different algorithms with respect to fraction of node selection P in a real dataset 
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5 DISCUSSION 

It should be noted that targeting high degree nodes seems to be a heuristic strategy for designing an immunization 

method therefore we decide to discuss the issue in this part. Proposed immunization strategies mainly fall into two 

categories: 

 

• Immunization strategies based on uniform node selection  

• Immunization strategies based on targeted node selection  

 

We can say that uniform node selection strategy corresponds to Random selection of nodes where even in the ab-

sence of global topology of the network each node has the chance of being selected. Targeted node selection strate-

gies are based on several heuristics such as high-degree or link-betweenness and can be considered as a “goodness 

criteria” from the field of social network. Such “goodness criteria” are selected because the scale-free networks are 

fragile against targeted attacks especially against the most connected hubs. Targeted immunization strategy requires 

the global topology of the network since the mathematical formulation of mentioned criteria requires the whole ad-

jacency matrix of the graph. In this work the “goodness criteria” was the detection of hubs. High-degree is a good 

heuristic, since it directly indicates the propagation of information. There might be another domain where high de-

gree nodes do not have much chance to influence others but it is an application-specific issue. 

 

Another issue that we should address is the dynamics of information flow in a network and influence maximization 

problem. There are two most basic and widely studied diffusion models in the literature called  

 

• Linear threshold 

• Independent cascade Model (IC) 

 

They consider dynamic cascade models for diffusion process. In such models each individual nodes can be in two 

different states active and inactive. The tendency of each node to be in either state can be determined by node-

specific thresholds and can be considered as the propagation probability through nodes.  

 

The influence maximization problem on G= (V, E) for the IC model for example is finding a subset A* of V such 

that influence degree of subset A* is bigger than or equal to other possible sub-sets of V. So depend on such proba-

bilistic models of information diffusion, influence maximization problem aims to extract a set of nodes that yields 

the largest expected spread of information. Greedy algorithm [40] and degree-discount method[41] also were pro-

posed to address “influence maximization problem” but our research question is different. Dynamics of information 

flow (propagation of Information) is out of the scope of our work since our research topic is different than “influ-

ence maximization problem”. Our work similar to Random, AIS and CAIS aims to recognize and target high-degree 

nodes since the “goodness criteria” is based on high-degree heuristics. For us the goal is to find a subset A* of V 

such that it contains most of high-degree nodes comparing to other algorithms. Even in the context of “influence 

maximization problem” we cannot always say that heuristics-based strategies do not work. It depends on  

 

• The nature of the pieces of the information which flow through the network. It may pass through giant 

hubs or it may pass through shortest paths etc. 

• Node-specific thresholds. The propagation probability may happen with same probability at every 

node or with higher or lower probability for high-degree nodes.  

• The cost or benefit Function which we define for the optimization process etc. 

  

So the solutions obtained and the performance of each heuristics-based strategy may vary case to case. Having said 

that in the reported result of mentioned papers still degree-heuristic is not in the worst position. Some research pa-

pers like [40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] highlighted the main issues addressed in this section. 

 

In our work the visibility of the network topology for each node is restricted to two hops a way because information 

mostly propagated within 2 to 5 hops [42] and in some of online and real-world social networks such as LinkedIn 

the value is set to 2. Therefore it is clear that if the value is set to larger values, the performance is even better than 

the reported result. 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

     While some algorithms for immunization strategy on complex networks have been proposed, there has been little 

work on experimentally evaluating algorithm performance. In this paper a new method for immunization strategy on 

scale-free networks is presented. In addition, we perform an experimental comparison of several different algorithms 

available in the literature. Our experimental results highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the algorithms being 

compared in the literature with respect to their parameters.  

 

     As mentioned in introduction section, global information of a network can definitely give us more opportunities 

to maneuver over the problem at hand, and this in turn can lead to better methods and algorithms to target the most 

influential nodes. It should be noted that the absence of such global information related to the network make the 

problem more difficult. That is why most of previous works tried to randomly target a set of nodes in the hope that 

among the immunized set, one can find high degree nodes. Hence most of previous algorithms including ours as-

sume that the most influential nodes are those who have high degree of connections because immunization of such 

hubs can stop the spreading processes such as virus propagation at a network.  

 

We proposed an efficient method to identify chain of high degree connections for immunization purpose in scale-

free network. In this work proposed approach first calculates 3-clique membership score (δ_score) of each individu-

al node and second by performing random walk on the network based on calculated δ_score, try to identify chains of 

high degree nodes for immunization purpose. Complex networks such as scale-free one have the structure that al-

lows our method to navigate it fast, and provide us rich set of nodes. Experiments have demonstrated the great po-

tential of our proposed method. Proposed method works very well for all observed networks that fall into the class 

of scale-free networks.  

 

A future topic under investigation could be the investigation of existing algorithms’ performance with respect to 

different network topologies. Future research trends in this area require methods that address the control of epidem-

ics more effectively. Our future work also includes the investigation of other new techniques that can be used as the 

immunization strategy.  
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